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KB-A1188(433SF/GSM-1)
Network Alarm System  

Panel size:L*W*H(mm)

It is suitable for security service, business places,financial constitutions and enterprises

1). Detachable keypad with alarm panel

2). 6 wireless + 6 wired zones

3). 3 level of codes access

4). Support CID

5). Support close arm type

6). Support report of patrolling

7). Remote operation via control center

8). Re-dialing function ensure reliability

9). Home Arm and Overall Arm, the zones list of Home Arm can be defined at will

10). Anti-false intelligent alarm function

11). 8 pre-set numbers can be set

12). Remote operation via mobile phone

13). Wired zone respond speed (100ms-900ms)

14). Trouble of telephone line and GSM module will send alert

15). Two timers can be set to Arm/ Disarm corresponding zones independently

16). Back up rechargeablt battery ensure stability

17). GSM + PSTN

18). SD module and wired board is for option

258 * 260 * 77

Brief Instruction

A Network Industrial Alarm System is the dual-network burglar alarm system with design of a detachable keypad. 

It is adopts with wired telphone network and GSM wireless network to transmit the alarm signal. There are 6 wireless 

and 6 wired zones. It can be collocated with various type of wire/ wireless sensors, and consist of security protection 

GSM Module

systen of Burglar, Fire, Gas and Emergency status. 8 groups of telephone number can be set, Once there is alarm 

occuring, the alarm panel will activate the siren on-site to make sound and the pre-set number will be dialed.

Main Function



The GSM alarm module is a network intelligent alarm terminal device,which is composed of mainstay industry GSM 

module and the communication carrier by GSM network. It has different ways of combination for alarm,such as make

alarm to ADEMCO Contact ID alarm center, Dialing voice, English SMS, Timer communication, etc. It is endued 

with precise and timely transmission in alarm information. Moreover, it has the advantages of little-influence by 

environment, low rate of false alarm, safety, convenient installation and environmental protection. Therefore, it can 

be the strong shield for your home.

1). Support ADEMCO CID alarm center, Dialing voice , English SMS, Timer communication

2). Modular cordwood design

3). English message hint for operation and alarm.

4).  Different alarm ways to combine: center, SMS, dialing, Timer, etc

5). Various ways of Arm/ Disarm, which including SMS, Dialing or Ringing

6). Multi-level of protection, such as code protection, classification operation, and phone firewall, etc

7). Assign an English name to every zone. It is convenient for user to indentify the position

8). 3 groups of program phones and 8 groups of alarm phones.

9). Sending start-up SMS, sending information and sending report ON/ OFF are for option.

10). The dialing/ ringing time can be set

11). 20s voice can be recorded

12). All the settings are conserved in the memory card of GSM module to avoid losing when power off

13). SMS can query the setting at all times

14). It can conserve and SMS query with 100 pieces of alarm event log with the function of ‘Black Box’

Standard Kit

Package weight 

Carton 

MOQ 

Price

3.1KGS

10PCS

50PCS

USD92.06

1 Panel
1PC 433MHz Transceiver Modules
2PCS KS-12B Controller
1PC GSM Module

Main Function


